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PSNC Minutes 

For the meeting held on 8th October 2014 

At 30 Euston Square, London, NW1 2FB 
 

Present: Stephen Banks, David Broome, Christine Burbage, Mark Burdon, Peter Cattee, Liz Colling, 
Mark Collins, Ian Cubbin, David Evans, Samantha Fisher, Ian Hunter, Clive Jolliffe, Tricia 
Kennerley, Clare Kerr, Andrew Lane, Margaret MacRury, Rajesh Morjaria, Garry Myers, 
Bharat Patel, Indrajit Patel, Kirit Patel, Prakash Patel, Rajesh Patel, Umesh Patel, Janice 
Perkins, Adrian Price, Anil Sharma, Faisal Tuddy, Gary Warner 

 
In the Chair: Sir Peter Dixon 
 
In Attendance: Sue Sharpe, Daniel Ah-Thion, Alastair Buxton, Shiné Daley, Mike Dent, Komal George, Mike 

King, Steve Lutener, Zoe Smeaton, Rosie Taylor 
 
1. Apologies for absence 
Apologies were received from Mark Griffiths and Chris Perrington. 
 
The Chairman welcomed Faisal Tuddy to the Committee and also Rosie Taylor who recently joined the PSNC 
office. 
 
The Chairman thanked the team for all their hard work on putting the Asthma seminar and dinner together 
which took place on Tuesday 7th October. The notes from the discussion will be circulated once collated.  
 
2. Minutes of the last meeting 
The minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 9th July were approved. 
 
3. Matters arising from the minutes 
None. 
 
4. Chairman’s Report 
The Chairman reported on a meeting he attended at Monitor, looking at how they deal with failing hospitals. 
The acute sector recorded a first quarter loss; however the source of the loss was even more of a concern to 
the Regulator. There are a huge number of hospitals that are having problems recruiting and are now 
spending a large amount on agency staff.  It was noted that this is a big problem and the fear is that the 
Government will need to bail them out.  
 
The Chairman also reported on an Academic Health Science Network he attended.  He understood that Sir 
Bruce Keogh is looking at slimming down the workforce associated with clinical networks and other similar 
local structures, with the possibility that these structures could be simplified by merging them into AHSNs.  
 
Key projects being discussed were around COPD; there is a certain amount of difficulty getting these off the 
ground however it is clear that this will make a huge difference to patients. It was noted that it would be 
interesting to see how we as Pharmacy can take this forward.  
 
Chief Executive’s Report 
Asthma seminar and dinner   
The event was very positive and seemed to have achieved its core objective of developing enthusiasm among 
commissioners, patient representative bodies and other stakeholders for developing community pharmacy 
asthma services.  Table discussions were excellent, and the comments made by Kay Boycott during the 
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dinner showed her support. Kirit Patel reported that he had spoken to Kay about his forthcoming Day Lewis 
conference and she had already emailed him to confirm her interest in being involved.   
  
Party conference lobbying on supply chain and fragility of the system 
We worked with BAPW and DDA. Zoe did an immense amount of the preparatory work and we have a great 
video demonstrating the supply chain.  Both Labour and Tory events, hosted by Sir Kevin Barron and 
Baroness Cumberlege respectively were successful although quite different; thanks to Mark Collins and 
Andrew Lane for attending and contributing real examples. The plan is to continue to develop interest and 
engagement among both patients and other stakeholders. 
 
Pharmintercom 
The meeting in New Zealand was, as ever, a helpful exchange of experiences and ideas.  Medicines supply 
issues are now a common feature in all the countries, and UK generic prices, together with New Zealand, are 
the lowest.  There is a lot of interest in the NMS service, and New Zealand is, overall, the closest to us in the 
expansion of services.  We had a presentation from a very impressive and innovative pharmacy, focusing on 
the operational aspects of managing a patient-centred service involving a diverse team.  
 
Mark Burdon reported that it was a very useful meeting. Even though we rely on the NHS and America is 
insurance based, when you drill down, the issues are the same. There is a move to localise commissioning, 
passing risk down to local level and there is an enormous change to service income. Collation of evidence on 
services came up and data collection and all countries are looking at a PharmOutcomes style project. Overall 
it is reassuring that we are ahead in innovation and in service development.   
 
Pharmacy Show 
My talk to the Pharmacy Show was the first event on Sunday morning so I expected a low turnout but in the 
event it was good. There were a few questions but no negativity and no complaints about the financial 
settlement.  There was very good attendance on the Sunday. 
 
Preparations for the LPC conference 
The LPC conference will be held in Leeds on 15th October, and we have a private briefing session on the 
afternoon of 14th October.  This will provide a useful chance to have a session on the background to the 
funding settlement without the pharmacy press present, and we also plan to pick up on Flu vaccinations and 
some negative reporting in Pulse magazine. 
 
Work to protect ESPLPS contractors 
As it is now clear that ESPLPS will not be extended, and that NHS England have concluded they could not 
provide a protective framework that would apply only to the existing ESPLPS contractors. We have written to 
the affected pharmacies and are arranging two evening meetings to help them with applications that could 
provide the supplementary funding through local negotiated LPS contracts. 
 
5. CPCF Negotiations: next steps 
The announcement of the 2014-15 settlement was delayed.  The details have been published and discussed 
in the subcommittee meetings.  We hope to commence negotiations for 2015-16 soon, and to reach 
agreement before the beginning of the financial year. 
 
6. Resource Development & Finance Subcommittee 
The minutes of the subcommittee meeting were presented by Mark Burdon and the recommendation of 
costs and benefits of Aegon to be assessed and representatives of employees to be consulted were 
approved. 
 
The subcommittee reflected on the Zero Budget Based exercise and it was noted that a report will be 
prepared to inform the planning meeting in November.   
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It was also reported that the Health Policy and Regulations subcommittee needs to seek legal advice on 
current financial penalties for script switching. The Committee agreed that the work needs to be undertaken 
and the expenditure was approved.  
 
7.  Health Policy and Regulations subcommittee 
The minutes of the subcommittee meeting were presented by Ian Cubbin. It was agreed to amend the terms 
of reference to the Rural Working Group so it would report to HPR and also to remove the meeting 
frequency from the group’s terms of reference.  
 
The Chairman reported on the need to seek legal advice on the NHS Charges Regulations and the impact of 
this on contractors; the subcommittee wishes to pursue this issue and needs to get legal advice on the 
matter. The spending for this was approved by the Committee as stated previously in the report of the RDF 
meeting.  
 
It was noted that the implementation of the Falsified Medicine Directive continues to slip and PSNC is not 
represented on PGEU. The Committee agreed that this is a huge issue and that PSNC should look at the costs 
and the implications of how this will work. The HPR subcommittee wished to commission work to look at the 
different implementation models and how they might operate to inform consideration of the costs by 
FunCon. The Committee agreed to this recommendation from the subcommittee. 
 
8.  LPC & Implementation Support subcommittee 
The minutes of the subcommittee meeting were presented by Christine Burbage. 
 
An overview was provided of the model constitution which had been sent out to LPCs for comment. The new 
model constitution, to be sent out with guidance for LPCs, was approved by the Committee. 
 
The Committee also approved the new service delivery dashboard for LPCs, subject to confidentiality 
agreements. 
 
9.  Funding & Contract subcommittee 
The minutes of the subcommittee meeting were presented by Peter Cattee. 
 
The funding settlement has been announced and the next negotiations are expected to follow on shortly. 
 
A list of EPS issues was circulated by Daniel Ah-Thion; the Committee was asked to provide feedback on 
which issues were top priority to address. 
 
10.  Service Development subcommittee 
A verbal report on the discussions at the subcommittee meeting was presented by Gary Warner. 
 
11. Essential Small Pharmacies 
NHS England has advised that it will not be possible to replace the current arrangements with a national 
framework. Two training events for affected contractors have been organised to help them with applications for 
local support.  
 
12. Update on the Health and Care Landscape 
The information in the agenda was noted. 
 
13. Future PSNC Meeting and Any Other Business 
The dates for the next PSNC meeting are 11th and 12th November at Radisson Blu, 12 Holloway Circus, 
Queensway, Birmingham, B1 1BT. 
 
The Chairman confirmed that the dress code for the planning meeting in November is casual.  


